Basketball Wales Annual Finance Report

Report prepared by: Ceri Martin (Finance Director)
It has been a difficult first year in post where we have experienced many frustrations but have made
some excellent progress in improving the finance function of Basketball Wales (BW). Firstly, I would
like to thank Patricia Sanders (Former Director of Finance) for her assistance during the initial
handover of documents relating to the main Basketball Wales account. I would also like to thank
Gavin Williams (Secretary General) for the many hours he has contributed to ensure that all
transactions were paid/ collected, that National team budgets were monitored and working as the
point of contact between the Bank and Basketball Wales in setting up the new bank accounts.
A summary of the main financial issues are reported below:
Development of the new finance reports
Following my appointment, one of the main requests I received was that Directors wanted more
information regarding the finances of Basketball Wales. Previously the Basketball Wales finances
and National team finances were managed by two individuals. We have now taken the ownership of
both accounts and are able to provide Directors with the financial position for all accounts on a
monthly basis. These reports inform directors of the cash position of the bank accounts and allow
Directors to monitor actual/ committed spend against budgets.
Creation of new bank accounts
Following the change in Directors following the last Annual General Meeting, one of the first actions
that we had to perform was to change the signatories on the Basketball Wales accounts. We thought
that this would be a straight forward process but unfortunately due to the amount of names being
changed on the accounts and the status of the account as a clubs and societies account, we
encountered numerous challenges and delays which resulted in us having limited access to the Bank
accounts for over six months.
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Introduction of new financial procedures
Prior to my appointment, there were limited financial policies and procedures in place. To ensure
that we had appropriate governance in place and with regards to the financial activities of Basketball
Wales, we have now introduced a series of policies and procedures which govern all aspects of
financial reimbursements and how income is to be collected.
Sport Wales recognition review
As part of the Sport Wales recognition review, I have worked with fellow Directors in developing the
financial systems to ensure that we are recognised by Sport Wales as a governing body of Basketball
for the Country.
The Finance committee of BW will be working closely with Sport Wales in the coming weeks to
satisfy some issues relating to the recognition review. Sport Wales have also offered us the
opportunity to install a dedicated finance software package that can be tailored to suit the needs of
Basketball Wales and to help with the day to day running of the company providing detailed and
specific reports that can be supplied to the directors at board meetings. Along with this new
software Sport Wales will also provide a dedicated finance consultant who will provide specific
training on this new software.
To summarise, while we have experienced a number of challenges during the year, it has been very
successful too and I look forward to continuing in the development of Basketball Wales in the
coming year.
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